This paper is concerned with the stability and disturbance attenuation properties of switched linear system with dwell time constraint. A novel time-scheduled Lyapunov function is introduced to deal with the problems studied in this paper. To numerically check the existence of such time-scheduled Lyapunov function, the discretized Lyapunov function technique usually used in timedelay system is developed in the context of switched system in continuous-time cases. Based on discretized Lyapunov function, sufficient conditions ensuring dwell-time constrained switched system global uniformly asymptotically stable are established, then the disturbance attenuation properties in the sense of L 2 gain are studied. The main advantage of discretized Lyapunov function approach is that the derived sufficient conditions are convex in subsystem matrices, which makes the analysis results easily used and generalized. Thus, the H ∞ control synthesis problem is considered. On the basis of analysis results in hand, the control synthesis procedures including both controller and switching law design are unified into one-step method which explicitly facilitates the control synthesis process. Several numerical examples are provided to illustrate the results within our paper.
Introduction and Some Preliminaries
The switched systems have emerged as an important class and represent a relatively new and very active area of current research in the field of control systems [1] [2] [3] [4] . A switched system is composed of a family of continuous or discretetime subsystems, described by differential or difference equations, respectively, along with a switching rule governing the switching between the subsystems. The motivation for studying such switched systems comes from the fact that switched system can be efficiently used to model many practical systems that are inherently multimodel in the sense that several dynamical subsystem models are required to describe their behavior, such as several real-world, and industrial processes exhibit switched and hybrid nature intrinsically [5] [6] [7] [8] and from the fact that switching control strategies also arise in many engineering applications to improve control performance [9] [10] [11] .
In this paper, we consider the switched linear system described bẏ(
where ( ) ∈ R is the system state and ( ) ∈ R is the energy-bounded disturbance input. ( ) is a piecewise constant function of time, called switching law or switching signal, which takes value in a finite index set I:={1, 2, . . . , }. > 0 is the number of subsystems. System matrices , , , and are constant with appropriate dimensions. Let the discontinuity points of ( ) be denoted by , and let 0 stand for the initial time by convention; the switching sequence can be described as S:={ 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , , . . .}. Calling D the set of all switching policies with dwell time , that is the set of all ( ) for which the time interval between successive discontinuities of ( ) satisfies +1 − ≥ , = 0, 1, 2, . . .. One of the basic problems for switched system (1) with dwell-time constrained switching signal is to identify or determine the minimal value of dwell time and the set of switching law set D such that system (1) with ( ) = 0 is GUAS, that is, the computation on minimal admissible dwell time guaranteeing GUAS of system (1).
Problem 2.
Given switched system (1), find the minimal value of dwell time * such that switched system (1) is GUAS for any ≥ * .
A famous result for above stability analysis problem is given incorporated with multiple Lyapunov function (MLF) formulated as ( ) = ( ) ( ), ∈ I, where > 0, ∀ ∈ I, which is an efficient stability analysis tool for switched systems. Based on MLF, the following lemma provides sufficient conditions ensuring system (1) GUAS for continuoustime case [24] [25] [26] .
Lemma 3.
Consider the switched linear system (1) with ( ) = 0 and let > 0, > 1 be given constants. If there exist a set of positive definite symmetric matrices , ∈ I, such that + < − , ∀ ∈ I, and ≤ , ̸ = , ∀ , ∈ I, then, system (1) is GUAS for any switching law ( ) ∈ D , where dwell time satisfies > * = ln / .
Lemma 3 provides us a method to compute the admissible dwell time of switched linear system (1); however, the parameters and often need to be chosen manually in advance, and moreover, as the main disadvantage of Lemma 3, the estimation of admissible dwell time by > * = ln / is nonconvex in nature; thus, the obtained minimal admissible dwell time is usually significantly conservative by some inappropriate choices of parameters and in the framework of MLF approach. Hereby, to improve Lemma 3, we have to establish new sufficient conditions that are in convex form essentially.
Then, another basic problem of switched system (1) with dwell-time constrained switching signal is how the L 2 norm of ( ) changes for any
The L 2 gain performance for switched system (1) is defined as follows.
Definition 4. For a scalar > 0, system (1) is said to be GUAS and has an L 2 gain under certain switching signal ( ) if, under zero initial condition, system (1) is GUAS when ( ) = 0, and the inequality ‖ ( )‖ L 2 ≤ ‖ ( )‖ L 2 holds.
Our objective is to characterize the relationship between L 2 gain and dwell time. Particularly, the minimal value of ensures the L 2 gain inequality satisfied is called the L 2 induced gain * . The problem of computation has to be pointed out on the L 2 induced gain versus dwell time which has been viewed as an open problem [27] and not completely solved so far.
Problem 5. Given switched system (1) with a dwell time , determine the L 2 induced gain * of switched system (1).
A natural solution for above problem is to extend the stability results in Lemma 3 to L 2 gain analysis problem by some standard techniques. Unfortunately, Lemma 3 cannot be extended straightforwardly to solve the open problem on the L 2 gain performance with dwell time. Under the framework of MLF, it has been proved that the straightforward extension of Lemma 3 only guarantees the undesirable weighted L 2 gain [28] [29] [30] 
Obviously the weighted L 2 gain is not an anticipated performance in both mathematical analysis and practical use. The constant (nonweighted) L 2 gain analysis problem still remains unsolved, though some other important advances for constant L 2 gain performance have been reached recently. In [19, 20] , the authors showed that L 2 gain stability can be characterized by the existence of a convex homogeneous (of degree two) Lyapunov function, though the construction of such a storage function (by solving the Hamilton-Jacobi inequalities) still remains a theoretical challenge. And in [31] [32] [33] , the corresponding conditions are nonconvex in system matrices, such as terms
. ., which are involved in linear matrix inequities (LMIs) conditions, which significantly restricts their further application such as H ∞ controller synthesis problem.
Therefore, the key point but remaining open is to find convex sufficient conditions to establish switched system (1) GUAS associated with dwell time and generalize to L 2 gain performance to solve the open problem in [27] , which is also our main objective in this paper.
The basic structure of our main results for switched system (1) is as follows. At the first step we propose a novel time-scheduled Lyapunov function and provide a computable method, called discretized Lyapunov function technique, to determine the time-scheduled Lyapunov function in continuous-time case. The second step involves applying discretized Lyapunov function approach into stability analysis and L 2 gain performance issues for switched system (1) . The main feature of our approach is that the derived sufficient conditions are affine in system matrices, which meets the main objective in our paper. Finally, with our analysis results in hand, we turn to control synthesis and derive explicit controller formulas which ensure stability and H ∞ performance the switched system in closed loop. In the context of control synthesis, it naturally contains feedback controller and switching law design. Unlike most of previous results in which controller and switching law design are split in two separate steps, a one-step design methodology is presented on the basis of discretized Lyapunov function approach; as far as we know, this is possible to be the first result that unifies the controller and switching law into one step in the synthesis process. Along with this paper, several academic examples are provided to illustrate the advantages of our approach.
Some Notations. The superscript stands for matrix transposition, R denotes the dimensional Euclidean space, R + stands for the set of nonnegative numbers, and Z + represents the set of nonnegative integers. The notations ‖ ⋅ ‖ and ‖ ⋅ ‖ L 2 refer to the Euclidean norm and L 2 norm, respectively. In addition, in symmetric block matrices, we use * as an ellipsis for the terms that are introduced by symmetry and diag{⋅ ⋅ ⋅ } stands for a block-diagonal matrix. The notation > 0 ( ≥ 0) means is real symmetric and positive definite (semipositive definite). He{ } is the shorthand notation for + . stands for identity matrix.
Discretized Lyapunov Function
The main idea within this paper is to construct a new type of time-scheduled Lyapunov function in the form of
where P ( ), ∈ I, is a time-scheduled positive definite matrix. Explicitly, the time-scheduled Lyapunov function with matrix function P ( ), ∈ I, can provide more choices to construct Lyapunov function and yield less conservative results than MLF, since MLF is only a particular case of P ( ) = , ∈ I. However, in practice, to numerically check the existence of such matrix function P ( ), ∈ I, especially in continuous-time case, is not an easy task. Thus, in this paper we resort to discretized Lyapunov function technique which has been widely used in time-delay system analysis problems, for example [34, Section 5.7] . The basic idea of discretized Lyapunov function technique is to divide the domain of definition of matrix function P ( ), ∈ I, into finite discrete points or smaller regions, thus reducing the choice of time-scheduled Lyapunov function into choosing a finite number of parameters.
In order to establish a computable method to determine the continuous time-scheduled Lyapunov function P ( ), ∈ I, we attempt to divide the dwell time interval [ , + ) into a sequence of small segments and employ the discretized Lyapunov function technique commonly used in time-delay system [34, Section 5.7] . The discretized Lyapunov function technique for switched system (1) is given in detail as follows.
We divide the dwell-time interval [ , + ) into segments described as N , = [ + , + +1 ), = 0, 1, . . . , − 1 of equal length ℎ = / , and then = ℎ = / , = 0, 1, . . . , . The continuous matrix function P ( ), ∈ [ , + ) are chosen to be linear within each segments N , , = 0, 1, . . . , − 1. Letting , = ( + ), then since the matrix function P ( ) is piecewise linear in dwell-time interval [ , + ); it can be expressed in terms of the values at dividing points using a linear interpolation formula, that is, for 0 ≤ ≤ 1, = 0, 1, . . . , − 1
where = ( − − )/ℎ. Then the continuous matrix function P ( ) is completely determined by , , = 0, 1, . . . , , in the dwell-time interval [ , + ). Afterwards, in the interval [ + , +1 ), P ( ) is fixed as a constant matrix P ( ) = , . Hence the discretized matrix function P ( ), ∈ I, for continuoustime case is described as
and the corresponding discretized Lyapunov function is
Obviously, the number of division segments has to be ≥ 1 when the discretized Lyapunov function approach is used. If it is enforced that = 0, by (5), the discretized Lyapunov function ( ), ∈ I, is reduced to MLF form. Thus, the discretized Lyapunov function is also a generalized form of MLF in continuous-time case.
The discretized Lyapunov function technique provides us a computable method to determine the time-scheduled Lyapunov function in continuous-time case, and what is more important, in contrast to the MLF ( ) = ( ) ( ), ∈ I, in which the matrices , ∈ I, are completely independent of dwell time , the discretized Lyapunov function is constructed with the aid of information of dwell time , and this unique feature can make the resulting sufficient conditions for GUAS and L 2 gain affine in system matrices, which is a convenient tool to deal with the stability and disturbance attenuation problems and will be shown in next sections.
Stability Analysis
In this section, our analysis results employ a family of discretized Lyapunov functions in the form of (5) for each subsystem. Motivated by the idea that the value of Lyapunov function is nonincreasing at switching instant [17] , the following theorem can be obtained with the help of a family of discretized Lyapunov function in the form of (5). 
where
switching signal with dwell time .
Proof. Choosing the discretized Lyapunov function for th subsystem ( ) = ( )P ( ) ( ), ∈ I, where matrix function P ( ), ∈ I, is discretized according to (5) . Thus, we seė( ) = ( )Ṗ ( ) ( ) + 2̇( )P ( ) ( ). In each discretized segment N , , the following equation can be derived:
Due to = ( − − )/ℎ, we havė= 1/ℎ, where ℎ = / . HenceṖ ( ) becomeṡ
Moreover, one has
By the linear interpolation relationship as (3), note that for ∈ N , , we see
Thus, from (6) and (7), we geṫ
On the other hand, since P ( ) = , , when ∈ [ + , +1 ), it yieldṡ( ) = ( )( , + , ) ( ), ∈ [ + , +1 ). By (8),̇( ) < 0, ∈ [ + , +1 ). Thus, we can conclude thaṫ(
For overall switched system (1), we choose Lyapunov function described by (16) where (⋅) : R + → {0, 1} and ∑ ∈I ( ) = 1. Then, by the structure of discretized matrix function P ( ), ∈ I, and (9), one has
where + ( ) = ( ) and − ( ) = ( ), if system switches from to at switching instant . Combining (15) and (17), ( ) is decreasing along with the time and converges to zero as → ∞. The GUAS of system (1) under switching signal with dwell time can be established.
Remark 7.
Here it has to be noted that the number of discretized matrices , , = 0, 1, . . . , is +1 which has to be prescribed in advance, and different choices of could lead to different analysis results. Roughly speaking, the larger is chosen; a denser division of dwell-time interval [ , + ) can be produced and, intuitively, a less conservative result can be obtained, which will be demonstrated by numerical example later. However, these less conservative results obtained by larger will directly lead to increase of computational complexity.
Remark 8.
The following property can hold if Theorem 6 holds for some * , then it holds for any ≥ * . Since Theorem 6 holds for some * , we can still choose interval [ , + * ) to be divided into same segments N , , = 0, 1, . . . , − 1; then, (6) and (7) can guarantee the ∈ ⋃ =0,1,..., −1 N , = [ , + * ). And (8) 
), can be also obtained to establish the stability for any ≥ * , and the minimal admissible dwell time guaranteeing system (1) GUAS can be estimated by * = min
When we choose = 0 indicating Ψ ( ) = 0, along with (9), Theorem 6 is reduced to common Lyapunov function approach.
Since the discretized Lyapunov function contains the information of dwell time in its own structure, the estimation of dwell time is automatically executed by solving a set of LMIs without any additional nonconvex relations such as > * = ln / as in Lemma 3, where and have to be chosen manually. This feature makes our approach easily used with least conservativeness in the framework of discretized Lyapunov function approach. 
Hereby, we are focusing on the important parameter concerned with division of dwell time interval in the context of continuous-time case and to show how affects the result obtained by Theorem 6.
In Table 1 , we see that the minimal admissible dwell time tends to smaller value as is increased, which implies, as what Remark 7 states, the larger concerned with a denser division of dwell time interval can lead to a less conservative result.
Disturbance Attenuation Performance Analysis
As what is discussed in Section 1, the disturbance attenuation property analysis in the sense of (ii) ( ) is bounded below bỹ * = sup ∈I { * }, where * is the ℓ 2 induced gain (L 2 induced gain) of th subsystem.
The first property is a trivial consequence of the fact that, given two dwell times 2 ≥ 1 , we have that However, the above observations on function ( ) are trivial for solving disturbance attenuation problem, where the quantitative relationship is required. In this section, we are going to present a method to compute ( ) quantitatively, which solves disturbance attenuation problem. 
where (17) . Then following result can be derived with assumption (0) = 0; the following derivation can be obtained:
where 
Then, by Schur complement formula, (20) and (21) 
And when ∈ [ + , +1 ), (22) also ensures
Thus, combining (27) and (28) 
Furthermore, similar to the stability analysis case, the related to the division of dwell time interval has to be prespecified, and, obviously, if a larger is chosen which implies a denser division, a more precise characterization can be attained.
Similar to the discussion in Remark 8 for stability, if * is a dwell time such that the optimization (29) is feasible, so is any ≥ * . Furthermore, since D ⊆ D * for any ≥ * , we infer that the minimal value of for solving (29) is nonincreasing as dwell time increases, and the minimal admissible dwell time guaranteeing optimization (29) feasible is * = min >0 { : (20) holds} .
In addition, by the well-known results for a single system, the ℓ 2 induced gain of th subsystem * can be simply figured out as min 2 s.t. (22) for each subsystem. Compared with optimization (29) , it is obvious that we have * ≥ * , ∀ ∈ I, which means the L 2 gain performance is worsened by the occurrence of switching, and hence the L 2 induced gain * is bounded below bỹ * = sup ∈I { * }. Noting the sufficient conditions in Theorems 6 and 10, the LMIs are all affine in system matrices. As a result, many other existing standard techniques can be easily employed into Theorems 6 and 10; for example, when the system matrices contain uncertainties, the standard techniques such as [35] dealing additive uncertainties or [17] for polytopic uncertainties can be straightforwardly used in Theorems 6 and 10. Thus, the discretized Lyapunov function approach not only obtains results for stability and disturbance attenuation issues, but also provides a general convex tool for dwell-time constrained switched systems.
Application in H ∞ Control Synthesis
Consider the control synthesis problem, the following switched linear system with control input is given aṡ
where ( ) ∈ R is the control input, ( ), ( ), and ( ) are defined the same as in (1) . As for switched system (31), the control synthesis problem basically involves controller and switching law design. By the previous results for dwell-time constrained switched system, such as Lemma 3, due to its nonconvex nature, most of the control synthesis procedures only have to be executed undesirably by two separate steps:
(i) design controllers for subsystems which are obtained at first step;
(ii) design the switching law; that is, determine the admissible dwell time, for the closed-loop system in the second step.
The two-step design method abruptly splits the controller and switching law design into two independently parts, which ought to be related to each other, and thus it often leads to conservative results for control problems under the dwell time constraint.
In this section, we are going to establish a one-step design methodology, by which the controller can be determined with respect to each specific dwell time, or in other words, the controller and dwell time can be determined simultaneously. We note that the information of dwell time is involved within the LMI-based convex sufficient conditions proposed in 7 previous sections; this important feature could inspire us to use the discretized Lyapunov function techniques to build the one-step design framework.
Hereby, we are going to formulate the controller of discretized time-scheduled structure; then, the controller and switching law can be obtained by one unified step which explicitly facilitates the control synthesis process. Assuming the switching between system and the corresponding controller is synchronous, the mode-dependent time-scheduled state feedback controller which we are interested in is given in the form of
where K ( ), ∈ I, are time-scheduled gains that have to be determined. After substituting controller (32) into system (31), the closed-loop system becomeṡ
As far as we know, due to the unsolved open problem on L 2 gain, few results about relevant H ∞ control problem under dwell time constraint have been reported so far, though there exist numerous papers which are concerned with the weighted H ∞ performance based on Lemma 3. Some previous results [26, 36] , claimed that the H ∞ control performance can be obtained by a straightforward extension from Lemma 3. Unfortunately, these results suffer from a mistake that the desired H ∞ performance should be replaced by weighted H ∞ performance; readers can refer to the recent comment paper [30] ; however, the nonweighted H ∞ control problem performance related to dwell time still remains unsolved.
In this section, inspired by the discretized Lyapunov function approach presented in previous section, the sufficient conditions for the existence of H ∞ controller of switched system (31) .
Motivated by the discretized Lyapunov function technique in continuous-time case, we define the following two time-scheduled matrices S ( ) and X ( ), ∈ I, which is discretized as follows:
, and , , ℎ, N , are defined the same as in (3) . Then, with the aid of above discretized matrices, the following theorem can be obtained. 
Then the closed-loop system (33) with controller (32) is GUAS when ( ) = 0 and has an L 2 gain , and the controller gain is given as
Proof. From the guidelines in Theorem 10, the key point is to prove the following inequality:
where A ( ) = + K ( ) and C ( ) = + K ( ). We can choose P ( ) = S −1 ( ), where S ( ), ∈ I, is defined by (34) . And using the factṖ ( ) =Ṡ
Multiplying both sides of the previous LMI by diag{S ( ), , }, and due to the controller structure (40),
we have X ( ) = K ( )S ( ), where X ( ) is given as (35) ; substituting it into (42), it becomes
Moreover, by the similar guidelines in Theorem 6, we observe thatṠ ( ) = ( , +1 − , )/ = Ψ ( ) . Thus, due to the structure of discretized S ( ) and X ( ), it is guaranteed that (43) can be established by (36)-(38). Afterwards, by 
with respect to a specific dwell time and prescribed . Similar to the discussion for disturbance attenuation analysis, a larger will yield a less conservative design result.
Example 14.
The switched system considered is composed of two subsystems. The system matrices are given as follows: , 
The H ∞ control problem will be considered in the following example involved. The computation on optimal H ∞ control performance versus dwell time with difference is shown in Figure 1 .
The relationship between dwell time and H ∞ induced gain is characterized in Figure 1 . From the numerical results in Figure 1 , we see following facts:
(i) the same monotonically decreasing property holds with any choices of ;
(ii) better results such as the smaller admissible dwell time and smaller disturbance attenuation level can be achieved by a larger , which implies a denser division of dwell time interval leads to a less conservative analysis result.
Abstract and Applied Analysis 
Conclusions
The stability and disturbance attenuation properties for switched system with dwell time constraint are investigated in this paper. By introducing the discretized Lyapunov function technique, sufficient convex conditions ensure that the switched system GUAS are derived for continuous-time case. Then, the idea of discretized Lyapunov function is further extended to disturbance attenuation performance analysis in the sense of L 2 gain, which has been viewed as an open problem not completely solved so far. Due to the convex feature of analysis results on the basis of discretized Lyapunov function, the H ∞ control synthesis problem is taken into consideration, and a one-step design method is proposed, which has obvious advantages over conventional two-step design method. By one-step design method, the controllers for subsystems and the switching law can be determined simultaneously, which facilitates the design process significantly. As what has been discussed in this paper, the discretized Lyapunov function technique can not only derive results for stability and disturbance attenuation issues, but also provide a general convex tool for dwell-time constrained switched systems, which can be used to studied other issues for switched systems in our future work.
